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Cronenberg On Cronenberg Directors On
For the past five months, the art school has been partnering with Toronto International on The Cronenberg Project, a multimedia exploration of the director of Dead Ringers, Crash
and A History of ...
“These Movies Work Better If You’re Really Stoned:” David Cronenberg on Architecture and His Early Work
David Cronenberg and Viggo Mortensen team up again for "Eastern Promises." Sept. 24, 2007 — -- Actor Viggo Mortensen has a history of selecting violent roles for his movies.
Perhaps best known ...
A Motion Picture Perfect Match
David Cronenberg, director of 'Videodrome', 'The Fly', 'Cosmopolis', 'Scanners' and 'Eastern Promises' was inspired by an unlikely film in writing 'The Brood' ...
The unlikely film that inspired David Cronenberg's classic
Director Brandon Cronenberg, the son of the legendary David Cronenberg, blew a lot of minds with his 2020 sci-fi horror film Possessor (watch it HERE), and he'll already be going
into production ...
Infinity Pool: Alexander Skarsgard to star in Brandon Cronenberg thriller
The selection of Spain’s Pedro Almodovar for best director for All About My Mother was said to be the only jury selection that wasn’t met with a cascade of shouting. Cronenberg’s
jury ...
Cannes Flashback: When Sophie Marceau Went Off Script
David Cronenberg’s Crash famously kicked up a ... One day, I was in the Isle of Man with [director] Philip Noyce looking for locations for a movie, and I heard the people behind me in
a ...
“Beyond The Bounds Of Depravity”: Jeremy Thomas Recalls The ‘Crash’ Controversy & 50 Years On The Croisette
During an in-person interview during this year’s Provincetown Film Festival, where he serves as unofficial emcee and hostess with the mostess, the director ... David Cronenberg
should do it.” ...
John Waters Would Like a Covid Exploitation Film from David Cronenberg
(CNN)-- Director David Cronenberg walked away with the audience prize at this year's Toronto Film Festival for his latest work, "Eastern Promises," the story of ruthless Russian
gangster Nikolai ...
Director David Cronenberg: Responsible violence?
Now, another notable director snubs his nose at Nic Pizzolatto’s sophomore slump, as horror icon David Cronenberg ad… David Cronenberg’s output as of late has been fairly divisive
...
David Cronenberg
The latest film from Canadian director Brandon Cronenberg (Antiviral, Possessor Uncut) — a NEON/Topic Studios sci-fi thriller called Infinity Pool — is officially set to star Alexander ...
Brandon Cronenberg's Next Film Will Be Called 'Infinity Pool' and Star Alexander Skarsgård
According to Deadline, the “Big Little Lies” actor, 44, will team up with his “Possessor” director, Canadian filmmaker Brandon Cronenberg, for the upcoming movie, “Infinity Pool”.
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Alexander Skarsgard Reteams With ‘Possessor’ Filmmaker Brandon Cronenberg For Upcoming Sci-Fi Thriller ‘Infinity Pool’
28 at the Gardiner Museum in Toronto surrounded by close friends and family members, including Cronenberg’s famous father, director David Cronenberg, and her mother Carolyn
Zeifman. The blushing ...
Celebrity photographer Caitlin Cronenberg weds
The 44-year-old actor is attached to feature in the sci-fi thriller from director Brandon Cronenberg. 'Infinity Pool' centres on James and Em, who are young, rich, in love and on
holiday.
Alexander Skarsgard to star in Infinity Pool
From horror master Stephen King and Director David Cronenberg (Scanners, Dead Ringers), this supernatural thriller turns an everyday guy into a reluctant hero … saving children in
danger ...

Interviews conducted 1984 to 1993.

“An eye-opening dazzler” (Stephen King) about a pair of globetrotting, gore-obsessed journalists whose entanglement in a French philosopher’s death becomes a surreal journey into
global conspiracy from legendary filmmaker David Cronenberg. Stylish and camera-obsessed, Naomi and Nathan thrive on the yellow journalism of the social-media age. Naomi finds
herself drawn to the headlines surrounding a famous couple, Célestine and Aristide, Marxist philosophers and sexual libertines. Célestine has been found dead, and Aristide has
disappeared. Police suspect him of killing her and consuming parts of her body. Yet Naomi sets off to find him, and as she delves deeper into the couple’s lives, she discovers the
news story may only skim the surface of the disturbing acts they performed together. Journalist Nathan, meanwhile, is in Budapest photographing the controversial work of an
unlicensed surgeon named Zoltán Molnár, once sought by Interpol for organ trafficking. After sleeping with one of Molnár’s patients, Nathan contracts a rare STD called Roiphe’s and
travels to Toronto, determined to meet the man who discovered the syndrome. Dr. Barry Roiphe, Nathan learns, now studies his own adult daughter, whose bizarre behavior masks a
devastating secret. These parallel narratives become entwined in a gripping, dreamlike plot that involves geopolitics, 3-D printing, North Korea, the Cannes Film Festival, cancer, and,
in an incredible number of varieties, sex. Consumed is an exuberant, provocative debut novel from one of the world’s leading film directors, a writer of “fierce sculptural intensity”
(Jonathan Lethem, The New York Times Book Review) who makes it “impossible to look away” (Publishers Weekly).
David Cronenberg as moved from the depths of low-budget exploitation horror to become one of North America's most respected movie directors. Since the early 1970s, the softspoken 'Baron of Blood' has attracted widespread controversies with a steady stream of shocks - sec-crazed parasites in Shivers (1975), exploding heads in Scanners (1981),
revolutionary flesh technology in Videodrome (1983), mutating bugs in The Fly (1986), car crash scars in Crash (1996), and psychopathic bursts of gunfire in A History of Violence
(2005). This new study provides an overview of Cronenberg's films in the light of their international reception, placing them firmly in the cultures they influenced. It also highlights
often-ignored works, such as the race movie Fast Company (1979), and includes a chapter on the latest film Eastern Promises (2007). Amidst bans and boos, Cronenberg has
developed a consistent cult following for his chronicles of humankind's struggle with its ever-changing environment, bugged by technology and changing social roles - becoming a
hero of contemporary culture.
Initially regarded as a cult figure with a strong following amongst sci-fi and horror film fans, Canadian filmmaker David Cronenberg emerged as a major and commercially viable film
director with mainstream hits such as A History of Violence (2005) and Eastern Promises (2007). With his unique ability to present imagery that is both disturbing and provocative,
Cronenberg creates striking films, noteworthy not just for their cinematic beauty but also for the philosophical questions they raise. The Philosophy of David Cronenberg examines
Cronenberg's body of work, from his breakthrough Scanners (1981) through his most recognizable films such as The Fly (1986) and more recent works. Editor Simon Riches and a
collaboration of scholars introduce the filmmaker's horrific storylines and psychologically salient themes that reveal his pioneering use of the concept of "body horror," as well as his
continued aim to satirize the modern misuse of science and technology. The Philosophy of David Cronenberg also explores the mutation of self, authenticity and the human mind, as
well as language and worldviews. While Cronenberg's films have moved from small-market cult classics to mainstream successes, his intriguing visions of humanity and the self
endure.
An exploration of Cronenberg's films, placing them in context by examining his relationship to his audience and the wider film industry within which he works. >
For more than 30 years, David Cronenberg has produced films, mostly outside the Studio system, which continue to disturb, surprise and challenge audiences. He has also been
repeatedly drawn to literary fiction for inspiration, adapting works by figures like William Burroughs, J.G. Ballard and Patrick McGrath. This book is only the second single-authored
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study on Cronenberg and as well as containing the first detailed analysis of eXistenZ (1999) Spider (2003) and A History of Violence (2005), it is the first to explore how
understanding certain written texts, from both underground and mainstream fiction, can help us understand how Cronenberg's films work.
Long-regarded as one of the true visionary writers of the twentieth century, J.G. Ballard was one of the first British writers of the post-war period to begin to see, and to map out in his
fiction, the future course of our civilization. For forty years his unflinching eye has turned to the point where the advancing edge of our technological progress has worn away our
inner humanity. Eden-Olympia is more than just a multinational business park, it is a virtual city-state in itself, with the latest in services and facilities for the most elite high-tech
industries. Isolated and secure, overlooking the luxurious French Riviera, the residents lack nothing. Yet one day Dr. Greenwood from Eden-Olympia's clinic goes on a suicidal
shooting spree. Dr. Jane Sinclair is hired as his replacement, and she and her husband, Paul, are given Dr. Greenwood's house as a residence. Unable to work while recovering from
an accident, Paul spends his days taking a close look at the house where Dr. Greenwood shot himself and three hostages. He discovers clues in the house lead him to question EdenOlympia's official account of the killings. Drawn into investigating the activities of the park's leading citizens, while Jane is lured deeper into Eden-Olympia's inner workings, Paul
uncovers the dangerous psychological vents that maintain Eden-Olympia's smoothly running surface. An experiment is underway at Eden-Olympia, an experiment in power and
brutality. Soon Paul finds himself in race to save himself and his wife before they are crushed by forces that may be beyond anyone's control.
The first systematic examination in English of Cronenberg?s feature films, from Stereo (1969) to Crash (1996).
The Directors, Take Three offers dozens of masterful insights on the craft of directing from such renowned filmmakers as Robert Altman, Wes Craven, Alan Parker, Tim Burton, Steven
Spielberg, and Barry Levinson. Here are details of their experiences making a variety of classic films from Nashville to Nightmare on Elm Street, Rain Man to Raging Bull, and Pee
Wee's Big Adventure to Schindler's List. You'll discover directors' earliest reactions to scripts for films that became classics; how legendary scenes were staged and shot; behind-thescenes stories of the unknown actors who landed major roles and went on to become superstars; the underdog films that confounded expectations; directors' unique approaches to
their art; and much, much more. This magnificent series also includes each director's filmography, complete listings of major awards, and cast credits for every film discussed. A
fabulous source of insights, anecdotes, and industry secrets for film buffs everywhere!
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